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In recent years the hadron physics has cade a considerable 
progress due to the discovery of the quark colour degree of 
freedom/1- 61 and the gauge theory of quark-gluon interaction 
developed on its basis/7 •8/ ,QCD,which is expected to substitute 
the "old-fashioned" theory of hadron stron' interactions. The 

colour symmetry is supposed to be perfect/7 though this perfec
tion and reasons for it are not yet established. Therefore, for 
a better understanding of the nature of the colour symmetry it 
is expedient to apply again to its original formulation. 

As is known the main reason for assuming quarks to have an 
additional internal degree of freedom with three values came 
from the problem of quark statistics raised by developing the 
hadron spectroscopy: quarks when constituting baryons turned 
out to be in a state symmetric in all variables ( the so-called 

"symmetric model") in contradiction with the Pauli principle. This 
problem was solved in paper by Bogolubov, Struminsky, and 
Tavkhelidze/1/ who proposed to introduce additional quantum 
numbers which antisymmetrize the'total wave function. The idea 
was further proposed independently in a number of worksi.::-oi. 
Further the new degree of freedom was called "the quark colour", 
and on its basis the gauge colour SU(J)c symmetry and the cor
respondinl!; (massless) vector fields, "gluon" octet,were intro-
duced/5-7!. -

However still another solution existed to the problem of 
quark statistics proposed by Greenberg/91, which did not assume 
quarks to have a new degree of freedom and was based on the 
application of the para-Fermi-statistics of order (or rank) J to 
quarks. The statistics admits to place three identical (spinor) 
particles in the same quantum-mechanical state. The field theory 
corresponding to generalized statistics of this type was formu
lated by Green/10/ and Volkov/11 / and then studied by many 
authors/12- 161. It is now called the "parafield theory". 

Unfortunately, in recent years these two approaches have 
been confused, and in the literature. especially in reviews, 
they are erroneously identified with each other, through even 
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Greenberg and Messiah1161 have stressed the difference between 
parastatistics and the degeneracy in some internal coordinate. 
The state space in the first case is narrower than that in the 
second case. However, the ~ degeneracy makes it possible to 
establish a certain connection between these state spaces, if 
states degenerated in the internal coordinate are considered as 
a single state. It is only that sense in which a restricted 
equivalence of the parastatistics to the internal-coordinate 
degeneracy is to be understood. 

It has turned out that the use for the quark description 
of one para-Fermi field of the third order, instead of three colour 
Fermi-fields, results in the theory equivalent to S0{3) rather 
than to SU())colour symmetry / 17• 181. Moreover, it has appeared 
that in the para-field theory it is impossible at all to formu
late the nonlinear Lagrangian equivalent to the Yang-llills Lag
rangian of SU{J) - symmetry. 

In our opinion, this result represents a certain principal 
difficulty for understanding the perfection of colour aymmetry. 
If the exact degeneracy in colour holds for quark stat•s, the 
colour becomes then nonobservable in principle. Quarks in this 
case should certainly be consideped as identical particles 

described by ~ para-Fermi-field admitting the hidden S0(3) 
rather then SU(3) gauge symmetry. 

Consider the derivation of this result in more detail. 
We make use of the so-called Green ansatz/10• 16/ by which 

the para-Fermi-field of order 3 is represented as a sum of three 
usual Fermi-fields 

(1) 

commutirg, however , with each other. Such commutation relations 
between Fermi-fields are called anomalous in cantrast to the 
normal ones when all Fermi-fields anticommute with each other 
(all Bose-fields commute with each other and with Fermi-fields). 
The para-field (1) itself obeys the Green trilinear relations 
which we need not to consider. 

The free-Dirac-para-field theory contains two independent 
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conserved currents 
i - ;5 

1,.<'%>"' 2 ['f<~"}.tr 'fP•>} = L itA <::t:>lr 't',.<:r> • 
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A; {or)= t { .q;(':t:l, Yr 1jdx>1 (3) 
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where ~ is the Dirac-conjugated field. 
In (2} and (3) and in what follows brackets denote the commuta
tor; while braces,the anticommutator. Basides, for currents and 
analogous quantities the normal form is implied in the sense of 
subtraction of vacuum expectation values of the type 

.3 -

i <x) -ir<:Jt)-<i <~>) - L... : '\' <"k>"a' 'f (>:> (4) 
dl' or o A=• A r "' 
Obviously, the current (2) is local: two such currents at 

points separated by a space-like interval commute with each 
other. For that reason it can form a local interaction only 
with the usual Bose-field ~r ( 'lCl , which we identify with the 
electromagnetic field 

I <.,n = e 1. 
"'"'·'"· .. r 

(?t}.!A ("lc). 

~ 
(5) 

Note that in such an interpretation the effective electromagne
tic charge equals e' times three/11 • 151 , and in order that the 
field charge be simply the elementary charge e , one should 

put 
e = e/3 

( 6) 

For instance, for u- , c:l- , and !I -quarks described by the 
para-field (instead of colour quarks) the charges should be as 

follows 
(7) 

In this sense the fractional charges of quarks could be related 
with para-statistics of the latter. 

The current (3) is nonlocal: its three components in the 
r.h.s. taken at points separated by a space-like interval ~
commute with each other. In this sense it behaves like a para
boson of order ).Just this cmim' 3 is distinguished w1 th respect 
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1o all o1hera. The anti00JIIIIIll1ahr currents (J) ror tile aecoll4 
order is local, for the fourth orier it ia &lao 1he third-oner 
para-boson but iis order· doe a not coincide w1 1h 1he order 4 
of the 1n1 Ual para-B'el"llli-field. hr the fifth and hiper order 
it poaaeasea 110 para-locali t;r properties. Thererore, to construct 
the local interaction with that current we should introduce a 
vector para-Boae-field of order ).(Such a fiel4 aay be intro
duced also when the initial para-~ermi-fiel4 is or the fourth 
order, however, in this cue Green mutual pea-co.autation re
lations take 110 place, and we go be;ron4 the a cope of the para
field theor;r. In an;r caae the para-Jose-f1eld 1a of order )). 
It ia repreaented b;r the sum of three uaual Boae-rielda !!!!
COIIIIIIUti!!.l. with each otilera 

;s A 

f3 <~>= L ~r <~>-
r A=1 

(8) 
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U we &lao require the ooaponenta ;.A<~> an4 t.B,. ('lo) to coa-
muh w1 th each other at A .. B and to anticOIIIIIIUh for A + B 
then froa the fields (1) &114 (8) we can construct the local 
interaction 

where 

i • ('ll:> - 1 <~> r 1' <'lr> ... ~-c .• •r z. r ~ 

j; ('lo)• .,4(~>¥'1' 13('lt)-+ ~-c .• 

i; ('le) -14('lt) rr "~- ('ll:) ... \...e .• 

'fe can also construct the tenaor, nonlinear in field :m ~ 
which ia a para-boson 1 

T,., ('lt) - ~r ~" ('lt>- 'l, ~, <'lr> + '1- [ ~r ('lr>. ~ .. c'lr)] 
:s C1'"' A 

Z:. J ('lo) 

A•4 I"' • 
where 

(10) 

(11) 

A A 
;) S3 - ") S3 

r ~ - r 
B C 

~B ~j 
t' " 

( 12) 

and ~ is an interaction constant. 
Now we are able to build up some "copy" of the Yang-Mills 

Lagrangian in the para-field theory 

:t t·Je ) ~ - !_ (r il { ~ ) + l_ [ ~ ( X ) • ( i ~ J r - m ) t ( X ) J + 
<i- r~ 2 r 

+ 3 f { i ~ ( ')( ) , ~~ t ( ~ ) 1 ( 1 3 ) 

; ( 'L • A )~ f ;!, {'0 ( ; '( 'J - ,., ) '\> t ':X:) + 
L.. J + --~ T A r I' A 
A~< t"' A =i 

( 14) 

u ' rr)c,. -A ' 'lh o <J;) With the commutation relations for components ~ T 

the locality of the interaction (14) can be easily verified. 
The Lagrangian (14) reaembles in form the Yang-Mills 

~~~~ ,...!,~~ ~Y.:Iy\:..::.~ ~..:, ~:~.:. ~~~~ :;'! :;-:;~,:.'!:!.:;::= ~:: =:, "t!::~: 

dimensional space with axes denoted by indices 1,2,). However, 
such rotations are not admitted by anomalous commutatuon rela
tions between different components. To get rid of this 
obstacle, transition should be made to fields with normal com
mutation relations. The way is to define the Klein operator 
1t commuting with components i' 1 

and :13; and anticommuting 

With oh a. 'II> 3 <i') .
4 '~-~ • .!!'or free fields it is expressed via '1" , • , l;)r ;J t 

operators N2 and N3 of numbers of particles ( both bosons 

and fermions) with indices 2 and 3 

( 15) 

That such an operator can be introduced for interacting fields 
was shown in refs./17 • 181. It has the properties: 

(16) 



Now Green components can be replaced by fields 

rqr .. ·" 1t v --· .... 1t "¥ "'.,., (17) 4 T• , 2 T t. • 3 T 3 • 

Bi=ni'lt Bz.=-·~'"1e B3 ~1f) 3 

r r • r • r • r <>-;>r 
A 

The fields ~A and ISI' obey normal commutation relations. 
With the Klein transformation (17) the Lagrangian (14) 

becomes& 

(18} 

where ;qf and. B r are vectors 

- . - C • ~ B-s "¥ =(~."~'~. ~ ), Br .. Br, Br, r) (19} 

and 

(20} 

The Hamiltonian ( 18} turns completely into the Yang-llills 
Hamiltonian o:t the gauge $0(3) -sY!IIIIetry if we equate the inte
raction constants S and t' in (18} and (20). Below this 
uaumption will be justified when we shall formulate the gauge 
principle :tor para-fields in the quaternion representation. 

Thus, in the Greenberg para-quark theory it is possible 
to formulate two local interactions of the para-quark field 
with other fields& the electromagnetic interaction with a Bose
field dl,.t>e.) and guark-gl,uon interaction with a •para-gluon" 
field ~I' (.'lC) • The latter appears to be equivalent of the gauge 
field of S'0(.'3) forming a nctor of this group (and not a 
gluon octet, u it occurs tor the SU(3) colour &1JIIIIetry). 

One III&J ask& lhy would be bad the SOl3) ~etry as 
a colour quark sauge symmetry? There are two objections (see, 
e.gJ19/), The first& J'or such a &YJIIIletry the condition of UJDlp

totio freedom limits the nUIIlber of different aorta ("flavours") 
of quarks by the maximal number 2. Consistency of this condi
tion could be achieved with the experilllental discovery of at 
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least five aorta of quarks 1:t they are placed in generations 

(~,d), (C, ... ), Cb,t) 

and if each generation ia asaumed to have i tl!l own triplet of 
gluona. But in this case the gluon universality, and as a reirult 
the relation between quarks of different generations, would 
disappear. 

The second objection comes from the real character of~Ol3)
sJmm&try that makes no distinction between the quark and anti
quark. J'or that rea110n its singlets cover not only usual 1U110ns, 
~\ , and baryons, \,,_ , but also diquarka '\.,_ and 

analogs of baryons in which one quark is replaced by an anti
quark, 1\-\-li • Because gluons are vectors, the S0(3) sinclet 
would also be a bound state of a quark with one gluon ( gluon-
quark) 3 

l {(\..G\ = r_ '\.AGA. 
A=< 

All these unu8U&l objeota would have fractional charges and 

could eld.at in a tree state without causing the infrared insta
bilit7• Jlo such states have been observed yet. U, however, tbe 
observation of fractional residual charges (~4/3)e will be 
verified in llillikan-tne e:J.:Deriments/20/. this will be on the 

contrary an indication of the existence of such objects, and 
consequently, a strong argument in favour of the colour ~0{3) 
S1JII!Utry. 

It eould be expected that the SOl~) symmetry is an exact 
subgroup ef the broken colour SU(~)-symmetr:r restoring only 
aa;r.ptotioal;r a~ ahor~ distances. Then the first objection 
related wi~h the &aJaptotic freedom is removed, while the second 
(the eld.stence of fractional charged objects) remains still 
valid. (A possibility to explain experiments on the observation 
of fractional charges on this basis has recently been proposed 
&lao in ref./211). !be para-field theory, admits, in principle, 
a poaaibilit7 to formulate the broken ~U(3)aymmetryl221, but 
in ~his cue we should go beyond the scope o:t the theory of one 
paratield &D4 introduce two additional para-fields constructed 
as two other linear 1D4ependent combination• o:t the type (1 }. 

So, the parastatiatioa, on the one hand, picks out the 
third order only for which some Yang-JH.lls Lagrangian can be 
constructed in the para-field. theory, and thus seems to justify 
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the "three-colourness" of quarks, but on the other hand it gives 
an unambiguous indication that only the real S0(3) exact gauge 

symmetry can be related to 'this hidden "three-colour". 
our last remark concerns the possibility of straightforward 

formulation of the gauge principle for para-fields. Apart from 
the Green ansatz (1) for a para-field of the third order another 
ansatz may be put forward on the basis of quaternions. SUch a 
para-field can be represented as the sum 

~ 

'lf < -x > = L "VA <ox 1 e A • (21a) 
A=< 

l -

i\1 ( x: > = - L ":¥"' l ~ > e A • 
A= I 

(21b) 

where ·~on are Fermi-fields with ~ mutual commutation 
relations; and eA , quaternion units defined by the relations 

eA eB =- ~AB -t EAKC: ec • eA =- eA ' (22) 

'l'he free Lagrangian 

.';((ll:) ~( ~(x:>,t>(rar-rn)"t<.~>1 
3 - • ~Tr 
")) '\lf (.-,.,( :'{ ') - tn)~ (~). (?-:t) 
.....__-A ···r·r ·" 

A =• 
is obviousl7 invariant under the global phase transformations 

If -'f _, 'f- -'f 
"\''<.'X!)=e ~{-r>e • 'tf (~)=e 1\'('>qe 

(24) 

with arbitrary vector quaternion ~ 

If=~ lfAeA 
A =t 

(25) 

Next, we require the invariance of the theory not only under 
global but also under local transformations (24), when phases 

I{) are functions of time and coordinates, X • For this 
purpose it is necessary to introduce the covariant derivative 

which contains the para-Bose-field J?,t' (X) constructed by 
analogy with ( 28) out of the Bose-fields with normal mutual 
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(26) 

relations 

(27) 

)fote that the covariant derivative (26) should al-ys enter 
into the commutator with the fi.eld which it operatea on. ll'or 
thia cOllllllUtator we indeed have the covariance 

[D' l~>.'ljl 1t'lf>] ... e'Pt'">[D l~l "\'<.-x>)e-19 <""> 
t' t' ' • 

(28) 

it the field ~I' (!ll!) is trailafol'lled b7 the law 
4'l' lip(~) Crl -lf('lt) J;Jr l ')e) - e ,),)r <':ll'> e + 

.!. e ot<.,., 'l e -'9<'><> 
+ ~ I' (29) 

!hen we arri n at the pqe Lacr'angian 

~('ll:>=- tr.,: (Ole>+ 1 ( ;;<~>.u'tr~,.-n.)-;<'ll!>] + 

+~[oiVt~>. [~rl'X!),¥'r"\'l~>11. (30) 

where -• !f,."c-x>-'lr~"c.~)-'l"~"<.:~H f [ ~ .. c~>. ~ .. c.~)l. 
With the ue of repreaenta'Uona (21) and (27) the Lagl'angian 
00) can be recitten in a fora of the Yanc-Milh Lagrancian 
(18) (one alao should emplo;r well lmoW11 idenUUea for Iliad 
acalar and veotor product• of three vectora in order to convert 
the field interaction into the form it enters into (18)). 

So, the "three-colourneaa• of quarka could be aaaociated 
with the poaaible quaternion repreaentationa of para-fields. 
However, in thia cue, aa ahould be eXpected, the sroup of in
ternal a,.aetr7 ia S0l3) ••• DOh &lao that the sauce prin
ciple hail u.turall7 led to the proposed earlier equali t;r of 
conatanta 1 and 1' in (18) and (20). 

.l u.tural pnoralin'Uon of the quaternion representation 
of para-fields would be their octanion repreaentatioA/231. 
However, the open question ia how to fol'llulate the PUB• prin
ciple for auch fields in view of the uou.aaociative propert;r 
of ootanicma. 
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roaopt<oa A.6. E2-82-470 
0apacTaTHCTHKa H t<anH6pOB04H~e C~MMeTpHH 

AHan~3HpyeTCA B03MOmHOCTb $OPMYI1Hp0BKH t<anH6POB04H~X CHMMeTpHH 
B TeOpH~ napanOnA rp>tHa >t OTMC4aeTCA BbiAeneHHOCTb t<aJlH6pO'B04HOH 50(3) -
CHMMeTpHH. r~noTe3a napat<BapKOB rp~H6epra OKa3~BaeTCA He3KB~BaneHTHOH r~no
Te3e 4BeTOBOH SU(3)c -c~MMeTpHH t<eapKoa. PaccMaTpHaa~TCA oco6eHHOCT>~ t<a
n~6poB04HOH 80(3) -c~MMeTpHH H B03M0)1{H0CTb CXeM~, B KOTOPOH OHa BbiCTynaeT 
Kat< T04HaA nOArpynna HapyweHHOH SU(3)

0 
-c>tMMeTp~~. 06Cy)I{AaeTCA Tat<me $OpMy 

n~poeKa t<an~6poeb4Horo np>~H~>tna AnA napanoneH, npeACTaBnAe~x c noMO~b~ 
KBaTepH>tOHOB. 

Pa6oTa a~nonHeHa B na6opaTOp~H TeopeTH4eCKOH $H3HK~ OHAH. 

Parastatistics and Gauge Symmetries 

A possible formulation of gauge symmetries in the Green parafield 
theory is analysed and the S0(3) gauge symmetry is shown to be on a dis
tinct status. The Greenberg paraquark hypothesis turns out to be not 
equivalent to the hypothesis of quark colour SU~lc symmetry. Specific fea
tures of the gauge 80(3) symmetry are discussed, and a possible scheme 
where it is an exact subgroup of the broken SU(3)c symmetry is proposed. 
The direct fQrmulation of the gauge principle for the parafield represented 
by quaternions is also discussed. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of 
Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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